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Tenant Voice & Data
In an effort to anticipate the changing technology needs of our Tenants, Simon Property Group,
through our relationship with Single Digits, has recently concluded the construction of a new,
building-wide, fiber network which will be used to support all voice & data services at this center.
As an innovative alternative to the phone company, Single Digits (through its Cloud Comm
subsidiary) is now offering affordable, reliable and unique solutions to all Tenants at the center.
By leveraging the high-speed building network, 1 Cloud eliminates the hassles and delays
traditionally associated with new store openings and moves/adds/changes at existing locations.
This center is now considered a “closed campus” and all Tenants must contact Single Digits for
the coordination of any voice and data services being ordered for stores within the mall.
Traditional carriers (AT&T, Verizon, Comcast, etc) will need to work in conjunction with Single
Digits in order to arrange for access to the building network.
Tenant WiFi
In addition, Single Digits is providing new and enhanced WiFi throughout this center. This
service is offered to meet the increasing expectations of shoppers interested in “staying
connected” while visiting the mall. Simon continues to integrate a variety of social and mobile
initiatives into the on-mall shopping experience and while this service is included as a free
amenity to our patrons, Simon WiFi is not intended to be a free service to Tenants.
We understand the preference that you may have to access the Internet via a wireless solution.
We further understand the limitations that cellular air cards present in the form of reliable
bandwidth and cost. For this reason, Single Digits data plans include a WiFi option, specifically
designed for Tenant use. The service provides you with a dedicated WiFi connection without the
fluctuation often experienced with other wireless options, a fixed monthly cost for UNLIMITED
usage, convenient billing options and no long-term contracts. Tenants currently using the free
Simon WiFi network will be directed to a web portal to choose from a variety of payment &
service option or you may contact Single Digits at the number shown below.
Whether it’s wired data solutions, voice or WiFi business services, we expect that our
relationship with Single Digits will provide reliable and cost effective solutions to let you focus on
running your core business.
To place your orders please call:
Single Digits at 1.855.CLOUD.00 (1.855.256.8300) and select Option 1.

